MADE OF SOLID WOODS and completely enclosed, Harbor House’s new line of trophy cabinets could be a handsome addition to the clubhouse. Available in a variety of woods including pine, birch and oak, the cabinets are all hand styled and finished.

VERSATILE as either a golf car or utility vehicle, the new Combo I by Cushman is the latest in vehicles for the course. Available in both gasoline and electric models, the Combo I converts easily into a carryall or four-passenger unit. The rear deck folds flat or flips up to form a two-passenger seat. In the electric model, a 36-volt battery pack is included and can range up to 25 miles per charge. The gasoline model has a 12-horsepower engine.

TWO, NEW dry-applied, ready to use control products are the latest innovations from the ProTurf Division of O. M. Scott & Sons. ProTurf Nematocide, for use in the South; and ProTurf 101V Broad Spectrum Fungicide are the newest additions to the Scott product family. Nematocide can control 11 parasitic nematodes, including ring, lance, sting, root knot and stubby root. The product can be used on bahia, bermuda or centipede. Spectrum fungicide is a new contact product that combats a variety of diseases in turf and dichondra.

SPECIALY FORMULATED for the clean-up jobs in the golf bag, Ultra-Pro is a new aide to the player. A variety of surfaces can be cleaned by the product including vinyl shoes, bags, rubber grips, balls and clubs. Ultra-Pro is distributed exclusively by Pedersen Golf.

REDUCING the hardness of putting greens and fairways, Delta Foremost’s 1221-ES Turf-Ade is a new approach to chemical aeration of turf. Promoting healthier, less compacted turf and reducing wilt, the biodegradable liquid actually makes water wetter, quickly pulling water to the root system. Turf-Ade increases the effectiveness of fertilizers, fungicides and herbicides and can cut watering by 50 percent.

KEEPING YOUR name in front of your members is the purpose behind Cambro’s line of fiberglass serving trays for the clubhouse or snack bar. Four-color artwork is available on over 38 shapes and sizes.

SIMPLE, FAST and easy to install in the pro shop, wood storage shelving by Lundia offers a safe, sturdy unit that costs less than steel. Shelves are quickly adjustable on two-inch increments without tools.

FASHIONED in cabretta leather and styled in several colors, golf gloves by Dorset are designed to hold the hand as well as the club. There are two models of glove in the Dorset collection. The Dorset 1 comes with a standard velcro wrist closure, distinct from the Dorset 2, which has a double wrist “lock”. Colors available include banana, black, blue, bone, green and white.
COMFORTABLE AND COLORFUL are the watchwords for “The Entertainers” casual furniture from Wall Tube and Metal Products. Shown below is the “Umbrella Group”, which offers seating for four under a huge overhead covering. The seats are constructed of PVC strapping and the frames are a composite of vinyl particles fused to the metal surface. The resulting “Vinyclad” Finish is a satin smooth seamless coating, more fade resistant than paint. The furniture is virtually weather-proof. The units are available in seven distinctive collections and a rainbow of color combinations.

MADE OF heavy-gauge steel mesh and able to hold four cubic feet of garbage or litter, the “Big Daddy Caddy” is the latest in course products from Standard Golf. Fused with a durable, plastic coating, the container resists chipping, peeling and corrosion.

DESIGNED TO store from 20 to 80 tires, the new adjustable storage racks from Lyon Metal Products can save space and cut down on maintenance shop clutter. The units are also adaptable as wire racks. All racks may be joined together with common uprights and are finished in durable baked-on enamel.

EXCLUSIVELY for the woman golfer, the new Tigress line of clubs by Lynx are totally modern in concept and design. Tigress highlights a smaller head in both irons and woods and a lower center of gravity to help the golfer get the ball in the air easier. The woods feature a deep blue, laminate maple with a mother-of-pearl epoxy insert.

SIX COMPLETE stations make the Multi-Port Hair Drying unit a versatile piece of the locker room. With a temperature range of between 150-175 degrees, the Multi-Port gives quick service to its customers. The system is easy to install on all existing wall surfaces. A built-in deodorizer is included to keep the air in the area clean and sanitized. A 22-inch, steel, reinforced flexible hose is attached to each drying station permitting easy access to the hair.

PLATFORM TENNIS is becoming one of the most up-and-coming sports in the country. The all-weather activity is one of the reasons that many country clubs are adding platform courts to the facilities. Precision Courts offers strong, handsome units constructed of wood, aluminum or both. Decks of aluminum plank, Douglas Fir or trouble free “Super-Fir” are available and are finished with the “Grip-Cote” surfacing system.

FEATURING a subtly contoured, classic blade, Power Track irons are clubs that accentuate the clean lines seen in most every bag today. Making the club more effective, the back of the head highlights a semi-cavity design which distributes weight around the perimeter. Slight-arched tracks back up the entire hitting surface. The weight centers become the most frequent spots of contact with probably the lowest center of gravity of any club made.

TAKING UP the space of a filing cabinet, the Suttonshiner IV is the latest in shoe care equipment for the locker room. The system has two eight-inch yarn brushes plus attachments to remove mud from cleats and to clean dirt from the welt of the shoe.

UTILIZING a strong, fiberglass construction, the Weatherguard shelter is now being introduced into the golf course market by HBA. The unit offers a multitude of uses for complete or partial protection of people or equipment from wind, sun, rain or snow. Weatherguard can serve as a convenient fixture in the parking lot, at the swimming pool or on the course. Three models are available, all with a plexiglass porthole to admit light.

FEATURING a subtly contoured, classic blade, Power Track irons are clubs that accentuate the clean lines seen in most every bag today. Making the club more effective, the back of the head highlights a semi-cavity design which distributes weight around the perimeter. Slight-arched tracks back up the entire hitting surface. The weight centers become the most frequent spots of contact with probably the lowest center of gravity of any club made.